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1. Introduction. The most interesting algebraic extensions of an arbi-

trary field F are the cyclic extension fields Z of degree « over F. I have re-

cently given constructions of such fields for the case n = p,\ a prime, when the

characteristic of F is not p, and for the case n — p"% when the characteristic

of F is p. Moreover it is well known that when F contains all the «th roots of

unity then Z = F(x), xn = a in F.

The last result above does not provide a construction of all cyclic fields Z

over F since in general F does not contain these »th roots. Moreover if we

adjoin these roots to F and so extend F to a field K the composite (Z, K)

over K may not have degree §«. Finally even if (Z, K) over K does have degree

» then it is necessary to give conditions that a given field K(x), x"=a in F,

shall have the form (Z, K) with Z cyclic over F. This has not been done and

is certainly not as simple as the considerations I shall make here.

It is well known that if n = pie' • • • ptet with pi distinct primes, then Z is

the direct product Z = ZiX • • • XZt where Z, is cyclic of degree p over F.

Hence it suffices to consider the case » = />e, p a prime. I have already done

sof for the case where F has characteristic p. In the present paper I shall

make analogous considerations for the case where F has characteristic not p

by first studying the case where F contains a primitive pth. root of unity f

and later giving complete conditions for the case where F does not contain f.

2. Algebraic units of Z. Let Z be cyclic of degree » over a field F and S

be a generating automorphism of the automorphism group of Z. Then we

define the relative norm

(1) NZ/p(a) = aaS ■ ■ ■ as"~l,

a quantity of F for every a of Z. We shall now give a new proof of a theorem

of Hilbert.H

* Presented to the Society, September 7, 1934; received by the editors July 30, 1934.

t See my paper in these Transactions, 1934, On normal Kummer fields over a non-modular field.

The results and proofs hold if F is any field of characteristic not p.

t Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 40 (1934), pp. 625-631.

§ For let Z be the field of the 2"+1 roots of unity so that Z has degree 2" over R, the rational

field. Then K is actually a sub-field of degree 2n_1 of Z and Z has degree 2 over K.

|| Cf. Hubert's Abhandlungen I, p. 149. Hubert's proof uses the assumption that F is infinite

and is very different from the rather interesting proof given here. The proof here also goes more

deeply into the true reason for the theorem.
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Theorem 1. A quantity a of Z has the property

(2) Nzir(a) = 1

if and only if there exists a quantity b^O of Z such that

(3) . a = bs/b.

For obviously if a has the form (3) then Nzip(a) = NZ/pib)Nz/pib~1) = 1.

Conversely let Nz/pia) = 1.

Consider the cyclic algebra M whose quantities are all Ei"=o'z»3'< with s,

in Z and 1, y, ■ ■ ■ , y"-1 left linearly independent in Z. Let

(4) y(z = zs'y*, yn = 1 (z in Z),

so that M is equivalent to the algebra of all n-rowed square matrices. Then Z

may be thought of as a field of «-rowed square matrices, y is a matrix whose

minimum equation is y" — 1=0, its characteristic equation. The matrix

a~1y = y0 has the property y0" = iV(a_1) = 1 and has the same minimum equa-

tion as y. Since this equation defines the only invariant factor of y which is

not unity, the two matrices y and y0 have the same invariant factors and are

similar. Thus y0 = AyA~1 with A =^2ziyi?±0 and

y A = aAy = E2^^1 = a^2z{yi+1.

Then azi = ziS7i0 for at least one zt so that we take £> =z,y¿0.

3. Cyclic fields of degree pe over K. Let K be a field of characteristic not

p containing a primitive pt\i root of unity f and let Z be cyclic of degree P'

over K, e>l. Then Z contains a unique cyclic sub-field F of degree m = P'~1

and Z is cyclic of degree p over F. But then*

(5) Z = Yiz), z" = a in F.

Let S be a generating automorphism of Z so that S may also be considered

as a generating automorphism of Y. Then Sm = Q, Qp — I, the identity auto-

morphism of Z, and F is the set of all quantities of Z unaltered by the cyclic

group (/,<?, •••;e*-1).
We compute (zQ)p = aQ = a. Then zQ is a root of cop = a and hence

(6) z° = fz (0 ^ m < />) •

If ju=0 then zQ=z is in F contrary to our hypothesis that Z=F(z)?¿F.

Hence /x>0 is prime to p,

(7) MMo =  1 + Ml^, (MOj #)  =  1,

for integers ju0, ¿ui. Define S0 = S"o, Qo = Q"' so that So is a generating auto-

* For every cyclic field of degree p over Y containing f is a Kummer field Y{z), z"—a in F.
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morphism of Z, Q0 is a generator of the group (I, Q, ■ ■ ■ , Q"'1)- Then

z0o = Cßßaz = f2. Hence by properly choosing 5 we may assume

(8) z« = fz,

instead of (6).

Now (zs)p = a5 so that, by a well known theorem on Kummer fields,* we

have zs = ßz', ß in F, 1 ̂  i> < p. Then

ZS2  =  ß2ß>Z>'  =  foz»',  ...,35""= frz"™  =  Z«   =  fz

and hence zl,m-1=/3rir is in the field F. But then pm=l (mod p) and, since

m = pe~1 so that p"^? (mod />) we have i>=-l (mod p), v = \.

Then

(9) zs = ßz, ß in F.

Also

ZS1 = 050z, . . . ¡ Z5m = 20 = 0S"-1 . . - ßSßz

and

(10) iW,s(/0 = f.

The quantity ß is in F and has the property (10) so that Nz/x(ß)

= Ny/K(ßp) = ÇP = 1. By Theorem 1 applied in F we have

(11) ß' = —,    a in F.
a

But now as = (z5) * =ß"a so that

(12) (aa-^s = «a-1,

and hence a =Xa with X in 1C.

We may finally prove that in fact Z = K(z). This will obviously be true

if zp = a generates F. Hence let a be in a proper sub-field of F. Then a is in

the unique sub-field H of degree p'-2 of F and if m = pr, R=Sr, we have

A" = Q,aR = a- Thenas = aßp, aR = a(ßßs ■ ■ ■ /3sr_1)p = asothat [Nb/k(0)]'=1,

A7H/jc(/3)=f", Nyik(0)=Ç'v = 1, a contradiction. We have proved

Theorem 2. Let Zbea cyclic field of degree pe over K, e > 1, 5 be a generating

automorphism of Z, and Y its unique sub-field of degree p'-1 over K. Then

Z = K(z) where z" = ain Y and ¥ contains a quantity ß such that

(13)_ NY/K(ß) = {, asa-* = ßp.

* Cf. Hasse's Bericht über Klassenkörper, Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathematiker Vereini-

gung, vol. 36 (1927), pp. 233-311; p. 262.
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Moreover the generating automorphism S of Z is given by that in Y and

(14) zs = ßz.

We may now prove

Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that a cyclic field Y of de-

gree pe~l over K, e>\, shall possess cyclic over fields of degree pe over K is that

Y shall contain a quantity ß such that Nz/k(0) =f. Every such cyclic over field* is

a field Kiz),zp — ao,with generating automorphism (14), where a0=Xa, a is any

root of

(15) a^a-1 = ß",

and X ranges over all quantities of K.

For if Z is cyclic of degree pe over K then the existence of ß is given by

Theorem 2. Conversely let Nz/k(0) ■*? for ß in F. By Theorem 1 there exists

a quantity a in F such that (15) is satisfied. If a = bp for b in K then asa_1

= (bsb~1)p=ßp, ß = C"bsb-1, Nr/K(ß) = l, a contradiction. Hence the field

Z=Y(z), zp = a0, has degree p over F for every solution a0 of a8a~1=ßp.

Moreover a0=Xa for any fixed solution a. In our proof of Theorem 2 we showed

that in fact F = 2sT(a0) so that Z = K(z). Finally Z is evidently a field of

Theorem 2 and is cyclic with generating automorphism given by that in F

and by (14).

Suppose now that Z0 is a new cyclic overfield of F of degree p' over K so

that Z0 defines a quantity ß0 with Ny/sißa) —f. Then Nr/Kißoß'1) = 1 and

(16) ßo = ßdH~\

with a* in F by Theorem 1. Moreover Z0 = K(zi), Zi =ah where aisar1=ßop.

But if a0i =\ad? withX inKand asa~1 =ßp, then a^a«1 =ßp(d8d~1)» =pV. But

then a0i is a constant multiple of ai, and, by proper choice of X, ai = a0i=\ad".

The field Z0 = 2ir(z), z = a'-1zi, zp=\a is evidently equivalent to K(z). More-

over z8 = idsyhis = id8)-1ßdsd-1z = ßz as desired.

We have determined the structure of cyclic fields of degree p" over K

when K contains a primitive pth. root of unity f. We now study the more

general case where f is not in the reference field F.

4. The field K = F(f). Let F be any field of characteristic not p so that

the equation x" = 1 is separable and has as roots the primitive pth roots of

unity

(17) t* (*= 1,2, ■■■,p-l),

* Such cyclic overfields define new quantities j30 but we prove below that in fact we may replace

& by 0.
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and unity itself. Suppose that h(x) is the irreducible factor in F of xp — 1

which has A as a root. Then the field K=F(Ç) is a normal field whose auto-

morphisms form a group which is isomorphic to a subgroup of the cyclic

group of order p — \ which replaces f by its powers (17). Every subgroup

of a cyclic group is cyclic and hence K is cyclic of degree n over F. Moreover

a generating automorphism of K over F is given by

T: f i—> f «

where » divides p — i and is prime to p, t is an integer belonging to the expo-

nent « (mod p),

(18) t" m 1 (mod p), f fá 1 (mod p), e < n.

If we define

(19) f* = f», /* m /*-i (mod />), 1 á /* < #,

(20) pt m 1 (mod />), P* = p*_1 (mod />),

then I have proved*

Lemma 1. A quantity p =/¿(f) o/7 Aas ¿Ae property

(21) Mr-M(r«)«*V

ï£/î/A 5 /» ÜT î/ and only if there exists a quantity X =X(f) in K such that

(22) p = ÍW*)".*-i
We shall also require the known*

Lemma 2. A cyclic field Z0 of degree p over K, Z0 = K(z), zp = p in K, is

cyclic of degree pn over F, so that

(23) Z0=ZXK,

where Z is cyclic of degree p over F, if and only if p satisfies (21).

5. Cyclic fields of degree p* over F. Let Z be cyclic of degree p' over F.

Then Z0 = ZXK is evidently cyclic of degree np' over F and cyclic of degree

p" over K. Moreover Z contains a cyclic field F of degree pe~l over F and the

field F0 = FXlT is cyclic of degree np6-1 over F with automorphism group

ST' (i = 0, 1, ■ • • , ¿«-1 - 1; j = 0, 1, •..,«- 1).

By Theorem 2 we have

* Cf. On normal Kummer fields, etc., Lemma 3, Theorem 2.
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Theorem 4. Let Z, Z0, F, F0 be defined as above. Then F0 contains a quan-

tity ß such that

(24) NYa/K(ß) = f

a«a* Z0 = F0(z), zp = a in Y0 such that

(25) aSor1 = ß0p.

Let a be a fixed quantity satisfying the equation (25) in a so that every

solution a of (25) satisfies the condition

(26) a = \a, X in K.

Then we have proved that z may always be chosen so that

(27) z« = ßz,

for any ß satisfying (24). We may then normalize the quantity ß and prove

Theorem 5. The quantities ß, a may be chosen so that

(28) ßT = 5pß>, aT = d"a',

with 5, d in Y.

For we have a8 =aßp and may define

„ „

(29) ß0 = Hßi^y*, a„ = n«(rO'*,
k-l k-1

so that by Lemma 1 we have pV^o^pV, aQT = dopaot. Since ST = TS in F, we

also have

„

a^o-1 = nkU-O^jK^H-1

(30)
n

= HXr*)"-" = /8<r°.
*-l

We also compute

NyjKißo) = n#r./ir/3(r*)M = Uf*" = fT
t-i t—i

where

(31) r = ¿ tkPk =. ¿(ip)*-1 - « (mod p).
4=1 *-l

Hence NY,/K(ßo) =f". We let /mm»1 (mod p), p\=/3o", ai = ao" so that
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(32) NrMßi) = t"n = T,

and obviously

(33) afar1 = ßi" .

Moreover

(34) ßiT = (ßoTy = (8opßo')> = (v)w = w,

(35) ûir = (aor)" = (do***)" = (d0")pOif = *»<n«,

as desired. We have proved Theorem 5.

The automorphisms 5 and T of F are commutative so that N(ßT)

= [N(ß)]T = C' = N(ß>) with N(ß) defined as NYa/K(ß). Then by Theorem 1

(36) ßT = /s/"1/?'

with/in F0. Also

(a«fl-i)r = fjsr)p = ars(aT)-i = (ds¿--i)P(asa-i)<

= (dsd~l)pßpt,

so that

(38) j3r = rdSd-iß' (O^Kí).

We shall only need (38) and aT = d"at in our further study of the field Z.

We now take as basic in our study the given field F0 = YxK of degree

/>e_1 over K where F0 is also cyclic of degree np"*1 over F and assume that F0

contains a quantity 0 such that Nt,/k(B) =f- We have then shown that there

always exists a quantity a of F such that asa~l =ßp and moreover that ß and

a may be so chosen that (38) and

(39) aT = dpa' (d in F)

both hold. We now seek necessary and sufficient conditions that F shall

possess cyclic overfields of degree pe over F. We shall in fact prove the funda-

mental result

Theorem 6. The field Y possesses cyclic overfields Z of degree p" over F if

and only if in (38) v =0. Moreover every such field is determined by Z0 = F0(z),

zp = a in Y such that

(40) a = \a, XT = o-"X'

with a in K, where then Z0 = ZXK, Z0 is cyclic of degree np' Over F.

For we may write Y0 = Y(i;) so that if Z is cyclic of degree p" over F with
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F as sub-field then Z0 = F0(z), zp=a=Xa with X in K. Moreover Z is cyclic

of degree p over F and by Lemma 2 we have

(41) aT = ipa>

with \¡/ in F. Hence

(42) XTaT = \Tdpa' = ipX'a',

and

(43) \T = i-pd-^yx1.

The quantity xi = d~1\p has its pth. power xip=p='KT\~l in P. Hence

either ^=aV with a in K or -X"i0 = P(a;i) is a cyclic sub-field of F0 of degree p

over P. But F0 = FXP so that then Xw = XiXK where X is cyclic of degree

p over 2? and in fact

(44) Pr = «rV,

with y in P. Then Xr=X'p implies

X5"2 = X,2p'pr = X'Vp21,

Xr3 = X'apl2(<7r)"((r20pP2i2 = T/X'V'',

so that finally

(46) Xrn = X = yLiX'V"-1.

The quantity Xin_1=Xop since /n=l (mod ^). Hence p* is the pth. power of a

quantity of K where cp = nt"~1 is prime to p. This evidently implies that p is

the pth power of a quantity of K contrary to hypothesis. Hence a;i = a in K

and we have proved that (40) holds.

We have shown that z may be so chosen that zs =ßz with (38), (39). Then

(38) may be replaced by

(47) ßT = rí^'ií',

since if/ = ad, \l/s = ad8.

Since ST = TS in Z we obtain (zT)p=aT =\p"at=^pz">, zT = Wzt with

0 ^ e < p. Then zs = ßz gives

(48) z^s = WßV = z«r = (/3z)r = f'^-^'f^z«,

sothatf' = l, j/ = 0.

Conversely let F be cyclic of degree pe~l over p F0 = FXP, ß and a be

chosen in F0 and satisfying Nt,/k(0) = f, (38), (39). Let X range over all

quantities of P such that (40) holds so that a satisfies (47). We have proved
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that then Z0 = Y0(z) has the property Z0 = K(z) and is cyclic of degree p* over

K. It remains merely to show that then Z0 is actually cyclic of degree p'n

over F if v = 0. We define the automorphism T of Z0 by that in F0 and by

zT = \^z', ^ = ad,

where aT=yf/pai. Then we require only to show that ST = TS so that the auto-

morphism group of Z0 over F is actually the cyclic group (SlT') (i = 0,

1, " ' " , Pe~ l;i = 0, 1, " ' " , n — 1). But this immediately follows from the

computation in (48) with e = 0, and Theorem 6 is proved.

University op Chicago,

Chicago, III.


